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I’m Candace Spears: Innovator, 
Entrepreneur, Visionary on a mission 
to build world class companies that 
unleash economic empowerment by 
freeing people to own time, talent 
and identity.

Founder, Chairwoman and CEO of Floor23 Group: Businesses that are indispensable to the fabric 
of everyday life, creating a lasting impact for generations to come. We mindfully stand near the cutting 
edge, building a portfolio of businesses that technology advancements like Artificial Intelligence 
can enhance but never replace.

Hi there!



Floor23 Digital is a software and open innovation solutions 
provider. We solve, product, process, and engagement 
problems using contests, challenges, competitions, 
and educational experiences

The STEM Enterprise that 
we’ll pull our Real World 
examples from…



What are your 
expectations 
for today’s session?



Brief Definition: "Artificial Intelligence refers 
to computer systems mimicking human 
intelligence processes including learning, 
reasoning, and self-correction.

Beyond Human Tasks: AI isn't just about 
automating repetitive tasks. It's about 
sophisticated technologies capable 
of understanding, reasoning, predicting, 
and functioning autonomously

Ethical 
Considerations
:

Data privacy 
concerns

Decision 
transparency

The human replacement concern 
factor

Let’s make sure we’re 
on the same page…



Who here is part of 
a STEM enterprise?
Employee, Business Owner, Partner, Volunteer



Sales HR

Marketing

Finance

IT

Core Product/Service 
Operations (i.e. 
Development, 
Manufacturing, Service 
Delivery, etc)

Applying AI 
to Amplify

Let look at traditional departments in 
an organization and see how AI can 
be applied to amplify department 
goals, efficiency, or growth



Real World Example: RFP Proposal Preparation: We used AI to support 
our proposal writing by feeding it strategy notes, and pointing it to our 
past customer case studies to help it craft the story of how 
our experience is the best fit to support the RFP requirement 
and customer

Result: 50%+ reduction in proposal response time. Ability to introduce 
more individuals into the response process with lower technical writing 
expertise

Sales





Real World Example: Marketing Material Copywriting Support: We use 
AI for press release support, social media content copy for projects, 
all through educating it on what the project is, is aiming to achieve, 
and it’s audience

Result: Can compile draft copy for a full marketing package for 
a project within 2 hours or less

Marketing





Real World Example (NEW): Analysing project cost actual and forecast 
data: Today project costs managed in spreadsheets. But now we have 
forms for standardized data sets, and with AI can feed it data for analysis 
of trends, or insights it may notice

Result: TBD but it is expected to increase profitability  because of the 
opportunity for staff  conversation based on the insight, and their 
participation in the process

Finance



Real World Example: Product Optimization: We used AI talent to bring 
and consistently teach entrepreneurial learning concepts through our 
YAD Big Ideas product in K-12 extended learning environments

Result: Diversified voice talent and product integration in a fraction of the 
time and cost of human talent to do so. Eliminated inconsistent teaching 
of core concepts

Core 
Operations





Result: Reduced missing items, eliminated meetings, increased quality 
and staff span of control

Real World Example: We used AI create to create draft SOPs (Standard 
Operating Procedures) quickly based on providing it context of our operation.

HR: 
Series of employee 
onboarding tasks 
for managers and new 
hires, that we currently 
store in Asana as series 
of tasks

IT: 
SOP for website 
updates 
for specialty 
challenge/contest 
landing pages

HR, IT



Reflect: Which 
AI application, or 
AI application 
area resonates 
with your current 
organization 
challenges?

Discuss: Share 
your insights 
or envision your 
application 
scenario!

Take 5 Mins and turn 
to the 
neighbor next to you

Share Your Thoughts: 
Peer Gold



Step 1: Pinpoint 
an immediate 
operational 
bottleneck

Step 2: 
Investigate 
AI solutions 
catering to this 
challenge

Step 3: Initiate 
a pilot, assess 
outcomes, refine 
approach

Your AI Action 
Plan



Questions, Experiences, Insights!

Let's Discuss: 
Your thoughts on integrating AI 

in your sphere?

Q&A Session



KeyTakeaway: 
AI plays a transformative role in any organization. You can and 

should take an active role in it.

Your Next Step: 
Embrace AI, start with the 3 step action plan

Stay Connected: Candace Spears | Candace@floor23digital.com

The Wrap Up

mailto:Candace@floor23digital.com
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